
 

  

 

GRAND MASTER  
Murrumba Downs 

Pounda 
 

0432 031 588  RELIGIOUS ADVISER  
Petrie 

Chunda 
 

0403 246 872 

ASSISTANT RA 
Kallangur 

Cheesecake 
 

0432 386 147 HASH HABERDASH 
Beachmere 

Kuntree Girl 
 

0402 093  654 

HASH CASH 
Arana Hills 

Boxy 0448 841 912 HASH TRASH & FLASH 
Windsor 

Semen Stains & 
Christopher Cum Semen 

0412 276 625 

HARE RAISER 
Brighton 

Smooth Ride 0422 805 565 HASH ELDER 
Chermside 

To & From 
 

0409 765 162 

HASH BOOZE 
Beachmere 

FIGJAM 0408 993 099 SONG MISTRESS 
Aspley 

Flower 0408 706 641 

Your committee are located throughout the northern suburbs.  We are more than happy to take delivery 

of, or collect, the plates and cutlery if the holder can’t make it to the next run.   

 

Another successful run was completed (by that we mean no one was swept away in causeway crossings or 
drowned).  As was hoped for, we had excellent food and a challenging run and walk set by Bear Grylls Junior (aka 
known as Overproof). Our adventure started as soon as we headed out for the bike path next to the railway track 
and then into virgin territory.  This was obviously a novelty for most of our hashers, the groups, both runners and 
walkers kept together as the weather was rather dark and stormy.  Overproof organised a temporary reprieve 
from torrential downpours with the rain gods so only our boots were wet from fighting our way through soggy 
bushland and multiple mini creeks. We passed under two railway bridges, mostly unscathed, (except for  
Fidel who had a problem with negotiating the 1 metre clearance), on our hands and knees following our feeble 
torch lights but eventually arrived back into Kallangur’s version of civilisation. 
 
 
Run Report: 
 
Fig Jam informed us that the run was 5.66km, he had a complaint about not having sufficient traction control on 
the trail but I think he may need to consider changing his thongs for boots!  He did give an honourable mention for 
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the fact that we had an hour without rain, which is amazing considering the week we have just had and that  
Fig Jam had something nice to say.  The score 3 and half out of 10. 
 
Fidel was called upon to do the walk report, he didn’t mention many details, probably a bit foggy due to 
concussion from the low flying bridges.  Score something like 1 out of 100 
 
There was no Letterbox report, but a few intrepid mini walkers did a quick foray out to Dohles Rocks road.  They 
were most impressed with the waterproof arrows but didn’t manage to score. 
 
Charges: 
 
Small Appendage – this has been in Pick Pocket’s safe hands but has now been passed on to Heart Starter for her 
observation skills.  Apparently she only just noticed Pick Pocket has been wearing a hash shirt, he swears 
(frequently) that he has been wearing a hash shirt for weeks.  Song – She’s the Woman who …… 
 
No other awards were present as the awardees were too wussy to attend or had other excuses like being 
overseas, being at work, or being so so sweet they would probably melt in the rain  etc. Pounda probably is 
forgiven but will be given a big down down due to the fact he gets paid to do a month of camping and touring the 
sights. 
 
Wrong Way was charged for going the wrong way and arriving late  
Song Here’s to sister hasher ….. 
 
Boxy  charged Overproof for whinging about bra issues..  Boxy never has issues with his bra or anyone elses. 
Song – Take it in your tits Mrs Murphy ….. 
 
Ten Fingers got the last charge of the night but declined due to the fact he was driving Doreen’s car and he would 
be killed if he damaged it in any way.  Fidel took the charge.  Song – You’ll never know how ….. 
 
Returnees – Fidel, Generic, Pith Head  Song – O where o where was you last week …. 
 
A big thank you was put out there for the hard workers for the camping weekend.   It was slightly amusing to see 
Fig Jam and others with their shower bags walking up to the toilet block.  No showers there but there was a 
bucket of sawdust if you felt the need to scrub off the dirt.  Our hashers were very helpful with their advice to the 
numerous groups of backpackers that arrived.  Fakarwee enlighted some Danish travellers to the joy of mosquito 
coils, apparently not known in Denmark.  Boxy was on standby should the young German girls need assistance. 
 
 The giant tarp and barbecue supplied by Chunda, the excellent chefing by Cheesy, the salads by Sherbert, the 
nibbles by Flower, the desserts by Heart Starter, lights by Boxy.  We were especially appreciative of the firewood 
contributions by Spotty and others.  We had an amazing fire pit even in the pouring rain. 
 
Song –They ought to be publicly pissed on ….. 
 
Coming Events: 
 
Tour de Briibie this weekend 21st October 
Beachmere Winery Tour (46 seater bus) 18th Nov 17 
Wheel Barrow’s Golf Day 29 th Oct 
Generic Christmas Part 2nd December 
 
Next Week’s Run: 
2050 Pith Head’s Run 18 Watcombe Street Wavell Heights 
 
 
Apologies for the formatting of this trash this week – as first attempt from the  Dodgy Sisters!!! 
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